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A NETWORK OF CONGRUENCES ON AN INVERSE SEMIGROUP1

BY

MARIO PETRICH AND NORMAN R. REILLY

Abstract. A congruence p on an inverse semigroup S is determined uniquely by its

kernel and its trace. Denoting by pm,n and pmin the least congruence on S having the

same kernel and the same trace as p, respectively, and denoting by w the universal

congruence on 5, we consider the sequence u, wmm, <omin, (um'")min, («m¡n)mm- ■ ■

These congruences, together with the intersections of corresponding pairs, form a

sublattice of the lattice of all congruences on 5. We study the properties of these

congruences and establish several properties of the quasivarieties of inverse semi-

groups induced by them.

1. Introduction. Congruences on inverse semigroups deserve a careful study for

several reasons. To start with, congruences on any semigroup provide some informa-

tion about its homomorphic images, thereby occasionally illuminating the structure

of the semigroup itself. Secondly, some of the most important structure theorems for

inverse semigroups are based on the knowledge or a simple characterization of some

special congruences on the semigroup, notably the least group or semilattice con-

gruence. Thirdly, the study of various types of congruences on a general inverse

semigroup provides a certain amount of information about their possible structure as

well as making it possible to single out various classes of inverse semigroups of

particular interest. Finally, a determination of all congruences on some inverse

semigroups of known structure provides further insight into their nature.

The present study consists of an initial investigation of properties of congruences

on an arbitrary inverse semigroup which are obtained by a recursive process based

on the concepts of the kernel and the trace of a congruence. Specifically, we proceed

as follows. Let S be an inverse semigroup and p be a congruence on S. Then kerp,

the kernel of p, is the set of all elements of 5 p-related to idempotents, and trp, the

trace of p, is the restriction of p to the idempotents of S. We denote by pmm the least

congruence on S having the same kernel as p, and by pmin the least congruence on 5

having the same trace as p. Starting with the universal congruence w on S, we form

two sequences:

-^ —,   I \min // \min\

"2 wmmD (wmin)      D ((<omin)    j^D ...,

co D <omln D («»)„ D ((<omin)min)min D  ....
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These congruences, together with the intersections comin n wmin, (w,™,,)111111 D

(w™11)^,,,..., form a sublattice of the lattice of all congruences on S.

We study this sublattice, in considerable detail. The quotients {S/unún},

{S/icmm},..., as S runs over all inverse semigroups, form quasivarieties, some of

which are well known. Indeed, wmin = a, wmin = tj, (w^)"11" = it, (uaúa)t[án = v,

((comm)min)min = 8 are, respectively, the least group, semilattice, £-unitary, semi-

lattice of groups, and strongly F-reflexive congruence on S. We thus are able to

include these well-known and remarkable congruences on S into a system which, of

course, continues indefinitely.

It is hoped that further properties of the min network can be established, for

example, a simple system of implications for the resulting quasivarieties. For we

have the feeling that what we have achieved is only the tip of an iceberg. One can

analogously consider the sequence of congruences which start with the identical

relation and recursively take pmax and pma31 defined as the greatest congruence on S

having the same kernel or trace, respectively, as p.

2. Background. Throughout S denotes an arbitrary inverse semigroup with the

semilattice E of idempotents.

We will adopt the notation and terminology of Howie [2], to which the reader is

referred for basic information and results on inverse semigroups. For an arbitrary

inverse semigroup T, we denote by ET the semilattice of its idempotents. A

congruence t on E is a normal congruence if

e rf =» a~leara~]fa       (e,fEE,aES).

It was observed by Reilly and Scheiblich [10] that the restriction of any congruence p

on S to E is a normal congruence on E called (see Petrich [8]) the trace of p and

denoted by trp. It was shown in [10] that the relation 0 on the lattice A(S) of

congruences on S given by

pt?T»trp = trT

is a congruence such that each class is a complete modular sublattice of A(S).

Lemma 2.1 [10, Theorem 6.2]. Let t be a normal congruence on E. Then the relation

aT defined on S by

aaTb » ae = be,   for some e G E,e ra~xa ib~xb

is the smallest congruence on S such that tr aT = t.

For any congruence p on 5, Scheiblich [11] defined the kernel of p, which we will

denote by kerp, tobe

kerp = {a G S \ a p e for some e G Es)

and showed how p can be reconstructed from its kernel and trace.

Lemma 2.2 [11, Theorem 2.1]. Let p be a congruence on S. Then

a pb <=> a'atrp b~xb andab~x G kerp.
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Green [1, Theorems 3.3, 3.4] studied the mapping p -> kerp and, among other

things, proved that for each congruence p on S, there exists a minimum congruence

on S having the same kernel as p.

Notation 2.3. For any congruence p on S, we denote by p™" and pmin the minimum

congruence 6 on S such that ker 6 — kerp and tr 6 = trp, respectively.

With this notation, we have from Green [1, Theorem 3.8]:

Lemma 2.4. // p is a congruence on S, then p = pmin V pmin.

Throughout the paper we will be interested in various classes of inverse semi-

groups. In general these will not be varieties but quasivarieties. A quasivariety is a

class of algebras defined by a family of implications of the form: ua — va(a G A) =*

u = v. For instance, the class of inverse semigroups for which % is a congruence

may be defined as the class of inverse semigroups for which xx~x = x~]x => xyy~x

= yy~{x.

A congruence p on 5 is idempotent separating if e2 = e,f2 = f and e p / imply that

e = /. Equivalently, p is idempotent separating if and only if p Ç DC. On the other

hand p is idempotent pure if kerp = E; such congruences were called idempotent

determined congruences in [1].

Certain specific congruences figure prominently in our discussions. We denote by

to, a, Tj, v, 77, ft and t the universal, minimum group, minimum semilattice, minimum

semilattice of groups, minimum F-unitary, maximum idempotent separating and

maximum idempotent pure congruences on S, respectively.

For any relation p on S, we will write p* for the minimum congruence on S

containing p. We will write

Ff = [a G SI ae = ea, for all e G E)

and denote by [p, £] the sublattice of A(S) consisting of those congruences 0 with

p C 0 C £. We also adopt the convention that, for any x, y G S, xy° — x.

3. Preliminary results on implications in inverse semigroups. The observations of

the next lemma will be used frequently.

Lemma 3.1. For any congruence p £>aj S, the following statements hold.

(1) S/p is an idempotent separating homomorphic image of S/pmin.

(2) S/p is an idempotent pure homomorphic image of S/pmm.

Proof. (1) The mapping

«P^Pmin-^P       (sES)

is evidently a homomorphism of S/pmin onto S/p. Let e, f G E and assume that

(ePmin)? = (/Pmin)«P- Then ep = fp so that epf. But then e p^n /since trp = trp^,

and thus epmin = fp^. Consequently <p is idempotent separating.

(2) The mapping

^:spmm^sp       (sES)
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is clearly a homomorphism of S/pm,n onto S/p. Let a G S and e G E be such that

(apmm)\p = (epmm)\p. Then ap — ep and thus ape. It follows that ap1™« since

kerp = kerpmin, and hence apmm = epmm. This shows that \p is idempotent pure.

Underlying much of this paper is the fact that implications can be pulled back

under certain kinds of homomorphisms to related implications.

Lemma 3.2. Let <p be a homomorphism of S onto a semigroup T.

(1) If (p is idempotent separating and T satisfies the implication {ua = va}afEA => w

G ET, then S satisfies the implication {ua = va}a(,A => w G Ff.

(2) If ep is idempotent pure and T satisfies the implication {ua = va}aeA => w G Frf,

then S satisfies the implication {ua = va}aeA, e G £=>wtw.

Proof. (1) Assume that {ua = va}alEA is valid in S. Then for any substitution of

variables in ua and va, we obtain ua — va and, hence, by applying cp, we get

uaW ~ vocV- Hence we may consider the last equation as a law in T. Then

[uacp — va<p}aeA is valid in T, and the hypothesis yields wy G ET. For any e G E,

we get (w(p)(ecp) — (ey)(w(p) so that (we)<p = (ew)<p. But then we % ew since <p is

idempotent separating and, hence, the congruence it induces is contained in DC. It

follows that (we)(we)~x = (ew)(ew)~x, whence wew"1 = eww~], which gives we =

ew. Consequently w G Ff as required.

(2) Assume that {ua = va}a<EA is valid in 5. Then {ujp = va<p}aeA is valid in T

and the hypothesis gives w<p G Frf. But then (we)<p = (ew)cp for all e G E which

implies that we t ew for all e G E since (p is idempotent pure so that the congruence

induced by it is contained in t.

Certain implications figure prominently in this paper and we gather some basic

observations about them in the following theorem. We denote by B2 the Brandt

semigroup of rank two with trivial structure group.

Theorem 3.3. For an inverse semigroup S, the following statements are equivalent.

(1) For some positive integer n > l,y"+l — y" =*y2 = y.

(2) For all positive integers n > l,y"+x — y" =* y1 = y.

(3) For some positive integer n > l,.v"+l = y" => y G Ff.

(4) For all positive integers n > \,yn+> = y" => y G Ff.

(5) S does not contain a subsemigroup isomorphic with B2.

Proof. Clearly (2) implies (1). Suppose that yn+x = y" =>y2 = y for some integer

n. Let xm+x = x"', for some x G 5 and some positive integer m. If m = n, then

x2 = x as required. If ah < ai, then x"+x = xm+xx"~m — x"'x"~m = x" and so again

x2 = x. Now assume that n < m. Since xm+] — xm it follows that xm = xk, for all

k > m.

Let r be the least positive integer such that xr = xk, for all k > r. Let p = [r/2] + 1

where [r/2] denotes the integral part of r/2. Since 1 < ai, it follows that (xp)"+ ' =

(xp)". By hypothesis, (xp)2 = xp, from which it easily follows that xp = xk for

k 3= p. Since p < r unless r = 1 or 2, we must have p ~ 1 or 2. Hence x"+l = x"

and, by hypothesis, x2 = x, as required. Thus (1) implies (2) and they are equivalent.
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Now suppose that, for some positive integer n,yn+i — y" =>y G £f. Let ^GSbe

such that^"*1 = y". Since y G Ff, it follows that y lies in a group DC-class. But in

any group j>"+1 = y" implies >>2 = y. Thus the implications

yn+l = y" ^y E EC   and   y" + x = y" =*y2 -y

are clearly equivalent. Hence it follows that (l)-(4) are equivalent.

We now show that (2) implies (5).

Since y3 — y2 is a law satisfied by B2 and not every element of B2 is an

idempotent, it follows that if S satisfies (1) with n = 2, then it cannot contain (an

isomorphic copy of) B2.

Finally, we show that (5) implies (1), with n = 2. Suppose that y G S is such that

y3 = y2 but y2 =£y. Let T — [y, y~x, yy~x, y~xy, y2}. We show that T is isomor-

phic to B2. First we must show that the five elements are all distinct.

If y = y~ ' then_v2 = y3 = yyy = yy~ xy — y, a contradiction.

If y = yy~ ' then y2 — yy~xy — y, again a contradiction.

Continuing in this way one can verify that all five elements are distinct. We shall

complete the proof if we can show that all products of the formyy,y~xy~x,y(yy~x),

y~x(y~xy) and all products involving j>2 (but not products of the form (yy~[)y) are

equal to^2, so that j2 is the zero of T.

Since y3 = y2, we have y4 = y3 = y2 and so y2 is an idempotent. Hence y2 =

(y2)   ] =y~2- Also, for example,

y(yy~{) =y2y~l =y3y~* = y2(yy~l) =yy~]y2 =y2-

All other products of this type can similarly be reduced to^2. Hence T is isomorphic

toR2.

Thus if S does not contain B2 and y E S is such that y3 — y2 then we must have

y2 = y. Therefore, the first statement is verified and the proof of the theorem is

complete.

According to McAlister [5, Lemma 2.9], the semigroups in the above theorem

coincide with the F-reflexive inverse semigroups of O'Carroll [7].

Notation 3.4. Much of this paper relates to semigroups satisfying the implications

of Theorem 3.3. Since they are all equivalent, we will work with the simplest and will

denote it by (P):

(P) y1=yl^yl=y.

If p is a congruence on 5 such that S/p satisfies (P), we will call p a P-congruence.

Since such implications define quasivarieties we provide the following consequence

of Theorem 3.3.

Corollary 3.5. Let G be the quasivariety of inverse semigroups defined by the

implication (P). Then S belongs to Q if and only if B2 is not a subsemigroup of S.

4. Characterizations of ymin, (y^)™" and ((ymin)min)min. We will now develop

characterizations of the three congruences ymin, (ymin)min and ((Ymin)min)min lor anY

congruence y on S, where for the last two, y is also a F-congruence.
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From the definition of ymin as the minimum congruence with the same trace as y,

the following lemma is a straightforward transcription of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 4.1. If y is a congruence on S, then

Ymin = ((d,b)\a"xayb~xb and ae = be, for some e ya~xa}.

Notation 4.2. In order to simplify the notations we will sometimes write y2 for

(yminrnandy3for((yminrn)min.   '

Theorem 4.3. Let n be a positive integer and let y be a P-congruence on S. Then

(ymin)mm is the minimum congruence p on S such that

(Q„) xynpxy"~xtxyy    =>   y2py.

Proof. Since y is a P-congruence, it satisfies the implication (Q„), by Theorem

3.3. Clearly the intersection of any family of congruences satisfying (Q„) is again a

congruence satisfying (Q„ ) and so there is a minimum such congruence.

Let p be any congruence on S such that ker p = ker ymin and p C ymin. Let x,

y E S be such that xy" pxy"~x and x y y. Then p C ymin C y implies that y"+x y y"

which, by (P) and Theorem 3.5, implies that y2 y y. Since y/ymin is an idempotent

separating congruence, it follows that xymin and yymin lie in the same group DC-class

in 5/ymin. But xy" yminxy"~] and so .yVmin must be the idempotent of that group

DC-class. Since ymin and p have the same kernel, it follows that ^2 p y.

Thus every congruence which is contained in ymin and has the same kernel as ymin

satisfies (Q„). In particular, y2 = (ymin)min satisfies (Q„).

Now let p be the minimum congruence satisfying (Q„). By the above pCy2.

Hence ker p C ker y2 and, by the definition of- y2 as the minimum element in its

kernel class, it suffices to show that kerp D ker y2.

We have

ker y2 = ker(ymin)mm = ker ymin

= (a | ae = e, for some e2 = e ya~]a).

Let e2 = e ya~xa and ae = e. Then e y a and a"e = a"~xe while e ya~]a y a. Since p

satisfies (Q„), a2 p a. Thus a G kerp, as required, and p = (y^n)™".

In the next two lemmas we provide some further information on congruences

satisfying the implications (Q„).

Lemma 4.4. Let y be a P-congruence on S. Let p be a congruence on S such that

p Ç ymjn. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) There exists a positive integer n such that p satisfies (Q„).

(2) For all integers n, p satisfies (Q„).

(3)pG[(yminrn,ymin].

Proof. Clearly (2) implies (1). Let aj be a positive integer such that p satisfies

(Q„). By Theorem 4.3, (ymin)mm is the minimum such congruence and so (3) holds.

Thus (1) implies (3). Now suppose that (3) holds and let n be any positive integer.
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Let x, y be such that xy"pxy"~x and xyy. Since p C ymin ç y, y"+xyy". By

hypothesis, y2 yy. Since y/ymin is an idempotent separating congruence and xy =

y y — y2 y-, it follows that xymin and yy„¿n belong to the same group DC-class in

S/ymin. Since p C ymin, we also have xy" y^ xy"~x which implies that yymin is the

identity of the subgroup to which it belongs. Thus y E ker ymin = kerp. Therefore

y2 p y and p satisfies (Q„), as required.

Lemma 4.5. Let y be a P-congruence on S. Then any congruence p G [ymin, y]

satisfies (Q„)for all positive integers n.

Proof. Let x,y E Sbe such that xy" p xy"~ ' and xyy. Since p C y, we have that

y"+]yy" and so, by hypothesis, y2yy. Now y/ymin is an idempotent separating

congruence and thus so also is y/p. Therefore xp = yp = (yp)2 must lie in a group

DC-class of S/p. But this, combined with xy" pxy"~x, clearly implies that y2 py.

Hence p satisfies (Q„).

Notation 4.6. The implications (Q„), which figure in the characterization of

(ymin)min in Theorem 4.3, were shown to be equivalent in Lemma 4.4. In view of this,

we will henceforth work with the simplest one, viz. with (Q,), and denote it as (Q):

(Q) xypx,xyy    =»   y2py.

It will be shown in Lemma 4.13 that if y is a F-congruence and p satisfies (Q),

then p also is a P-congruence.

The next result provides a characterization of ((ymin)mm)min-

Theorem 4.7. Let y be a P-congruence on S. Let n be a positive integer. Then

Y3 = ((Ymin)mm)min 's me minimum congruence p such that

(R,,) xy" pxy"~], x yy, e G F    =>    eypye.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3, y satisfies (R„) and it is clear that the intersection of all

the congruences satisfying (R„) is another such congruence. Hence there is a

minimum such congruence, which we denote by 6. Our task is to show that 0 = y3.

First let p be any congruence such that p C y2 and with the same trace as y2. Let

x, y be such that xy" pxy"~x and xyy. Then xy" y2 xy"~x and xyy. By Theorem

4.3 we have y2 y2 y. Since y2/p is an idempotent separating congruence on S/p, it

follows that yp must be contained in the centralizer of the idempotents of S/p.

Therefore p satisfies (R„). Since y3 satisfies the hypothesis on p, we have that y3

satisfies (R„). Hence 6 Ç y3.

In order to establish the converse inclusion, it will suffice to show that 6 and y3

have the same trace, since the definition of y3 will then imply that y3 C 6. We will

accomplish this by showing that there exists a congruence p on S such that

(a) 6 ç p;

(b) 6 and p have the same trace;

(c) p satisfies (Q).
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For such a congruence p we will have

tr y2 = tr y3 D tr 6,    since 6 Q y3,

= trp,    by(b),

D tr y2,    by Theorem 4.3.

Hence, trp = tr y2 = tr y3, as required.

We will establish the existence of p by means of a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 4.8. Let T = S/0 and 8 = y/6.  Then 8 is a P-congruence and

(K) xy" = xy"~x, x8y,e E ET    =>    ey = ye.

Proof. Let.v = bO. Then y3 8 y2 implies that (bO)3 8(bd)2 and sob3yb2. By our

assumption about y, it follows that b2 y b and soy2 ~ (bo)2 8 y = bO. Therefore 8 is

a P-congruence on T.

To see that (K) is also satisfied, let x = ad and suppose that xy" = xy"~x and

x 8 y. Then ab" 6 ab"~ ' and ay b. By the definition of 6, it follows that eb 6 be, for

all e E E. Hence zy = yz, for all z G ET.

Since the notation would be extremely cumbersome if we were to construct the

desired congruence pon S directly we will, in fact, construct a congruence on T,

which will be easier to describe since it will be idempotent separating on T, and will

then pull it back to S.

In the next lemma, we show that if the congruence that we construct on T has

suitable properties, then it will lift to 5 to give us a suitable congruence on S.

Lemma 4.9. Let r be an idempotent separating congruence on T such that

(L) xy"Txy"~l,x8y    =>    y2ry.

Let p be the congruence on S such that r = p/6. Then p satisfies (a), (b) and (c) in the

first part of the proof of Theorem 4.7.

Proof. From the definition of p, we must have 6 Ç p and so (a) is satisfied. Since

t = p/8 is idempotent separating, (b) is satisfied. Finally, let x, y E S be such that

xy" pxy"-] and xyy. Then (xO)(ye)" T(x6)(y6)"-X and (x0)8(ye). By (L) we

have (yO)2 r(yO) and soy2 p y. Thus (c) is satisfied and the proof is complete.

In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.7, it therefore only remains to

establish the following lemma.

Lemma 4.10. There exists an idempotent separating congruence t on T such that (L)

holds.

Proof. For each e E E — ET, let

Ne = {a E He \fa = f, for some/5 <?}

and let N = U{A/e|  e E E). We wish to show that this is the kernel of an

idempotent separating congruence on T. By Scheiblich [11], it suffices to show that

N satisfies the following three conditions:

(l)FÇA/çFf;
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(2) N is an inverse subsemigroup of T;

(3) N is self-conjugate, that is, x~ lNx C N, for all x E S.

That E Q N is clear. Also, a G Ne implies that fa — f, for some f2 = f8 e. Hence

(fa)a" = (fa)a"~x, where fa 8 aaxa = a. By Lemma 4.8, this implies that a G Ff

and so (1) holds.

Now a E Ne, b E Nj implies that ga = g and hb — h for some g2 = g8 aa],

h2 = h 8bb~]. Then

(a'xga)a'x = a~'g = (ga)~X = g

where a~xga 8 a   xaa~]a = a~'a. Thus a   ' G Ne. Also, since N Ç Ff,

gAW>= (ga)(tó) = gh

where gAi Ô aa~ xbb~ ' = aM>~ "a" ' = (ab)(ab)~ '. Since

(arA)(aè)~1 = abbxa-x = aa-^bb'1

and

(a&)"'(a¿>) = b~xa-xab = a~lab~lb = aa-xbb~x,

we have ab G r7e, where e — aa' xbb~x, and so ab G A^. Thus (2) holds.

Next, let a and g be as above and x E S. Then (x~ xgx)(x~ xax) = x~ xgax = x~xgx

where

x~xgx 8x~laa~ix = x~xaxx~xa~xx = (x~xax)(x~xax)

Therefore (3) holds and A' is the kernel of an idempotent separating congruence t,

say.

For the next part, we need to know that t Ç 8. Let x G ker t — N, say x E Ne

where e = xx~\ Then for some/S e, fx — /and so

x = xx~]x8fx =/.

Thus x G ker 8 and ker t ç ker Ô. Since t is idempotent separating, it follows that

t <z8.

Finally, we show that t satisfies (L). Let x and y be such that xy" rxy"~x and

x 8 y. Since r Ç 8, it follows from this that y"+ ' 8 y" and, since S is a P-congruence,

y2 8 y. Hence x, y, x~x,y~x and yy~] are all ô-equivalent. On the other hand,

xy" Txy"^x implies, since t is idempotent separating, that xy" = hxy"~x for some

h E Ne, where e = (xy")(xy")~]. Then there must exist an idempotent / such that

/ô e and/Ti = /. For this/, it follows thatfxy" = fhxy"~x = fxy"~\ where

fx 8 ex = (xy")(xy")    x8y

since x, y and yy~x are all ô-equivalent. Therefore, by (K), y E Ff and so y G HK,

for some g G F.

Furthermore, it follows from fxy" = fxy"~ ' that

(y"-[x~xfxy"-x)y = y"-]x~]fxy"-]

where, again since x, y and yy^ ' are ô-equivalent,

yn~xx~xfxy"~x 8 yy~x.
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Hence y G Ng and so y2 t y, as required. Therefore, t satisfies (L), the proof of the

lemma is complete and also the verification of Theorem 4.7.

The next result relating to y3 and (R„) is parallel to Lemma 4.4 on (ymin)min and

(Q„).

Lemma 4.11. Let y be a P-congruence on S. Let p be a congruence on S such that

p C ymin. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) There exists a positive integer n such that p satisfies (R„).

(2) Foa- all positive integers n, p satisfies (R,,).

(3)p G[y3,ymin].

Proof. Clearly (2) implies (1) and, by the minimality of y3, (1) implies (3). Now

let (3) hold and let ai be a positive integer. Let x, y E Sbe such that xy" p xyn~ ' and

xyy. Since p C ymin C y, y"+]yy". By hypothesis j>2y.y. Since y/y^,, is an

idempotent separating congruence and xy = yy — y2y it follows, as in Lemma 4.4,

that y2 ymin y. Hence y2 y2 y and so ey y3ye, for all e E E. Since y3 Ç p, we have

that eyp ye, for all e E E. Thus p satisfies (R„), as required.

Notation 4.12. In the light of Lemma 4.11, for any congruence p Ç y^, we may

work with the simplest implication, viz. with (R,), and denote it by (R):

(R) xypx, xyy, e E E    =>    eyp ye.

Lemma 4.13. Let y be a P-congruence on S and let p be a congruence on S satisfying

either (Q) or (R). Then p is a P-congruence. This holds, in particular, for p = (y„¿B)mm

or p = ((y ■ )min)     .
w    y        VV imin/        /min*

Proof. Since (Q) and (R) have the same hypotheses but (R) has the weaker

conclusion, it will suffice to establish the result under the assumption that p satisfies

(R). Let y G S be such that y3 p y2. By (R), this implies that eyp ye, for all e G E.

Therefore yp G F5/pf and so, in particular, yp lies in a group DC-class of S/p. But

(yp)3 = (yp)2 and therefore y2 p y and p is a P-congruence.

5. The min network.

Definition 5.1. On S we define inductively the following two sequences of

congruences:

a0 = w = ß0,

«„ = (/Vl)min> Â, = (««-l)m"       for«>l.

We call the aggregate (a„, ß„}"=0, together with the inclusion relation for con-

gruences, the An/Aï network of congruences on S.

We shall see presently that the min network is related to the following family of

implications.

Definition 5.2. An inverse semigroup S might satisfy one of the following

implications:

(A0): x = y; (A,): x~lx = y~xy; (A2): y E £f;

(A„): xy = x, xßn_3y =*y E Ff, n > 3;

(B0): x = y; (Bx): y E E;
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(B„): xy = x, xßn-iy =•>- G F, A! > 2.

The next few results develop some basic facts about the min network.

Proposition 5.3. For n > 1, we have an_x n ßn_, = an V ßn.

Proof. Letp = an_, n ß„_,; then

trp = tr(a„_, n ß„_x) = traB_, n tr/3„_,

= tra„^| fl tra„ = tra„,

kerp = ker(a„_, n ßn_x) = kera„„, n kerß„_,

= kerß„nkerß„_1=kerß„,

which implies pmin = a„ and pmin = ß„. Hence, p = pmin V pmin by Lemma 2.4 yields

a„_, n/|l.1 = «,vA.

Corollary 5.4. F/ie min network, together with the intersections of corresponding

pairs, is a sublattice of A(S).

The first few levels of the min network are depicted in Diagram 1 together with

some relationships and alternative characterizations.

Recall that S is said to be E-unitary if ey — e for some e E E implies that y E E.

Equivalently 5 is F-unitary if and only if it satisfies the implication xy — x => j>2 — y.

We now come to the main theorem.

Theorem 5.5. (1) o„ is the minimum congruence p on S such that S/p satisfies (A„);

moreover, an is a P-congruence.

(2) ßn is the minimum congruence p on S such that S/p satisfies (B„); moreover, ßn is

a P-congruence.

Proof. We will first observe that the theorem is true for ai = 0,1 and 2 and then

complete the proof with an induction argument.

For n — 0, we have a0 = ßQ = w, while A0 and B0 both require that the factor

semigroup be trivial. Hence the result is trivial in this case.

The assertion of the theorem for a, follows directly from the fact that congruences

with universal traces coincide with group congruences. In particular, ax = (ß0)min =

"min = a< the least group congruence.

The claim of the theorem for ß, follows from the fact that congruences with

kernels equal to S coincide with semilattice congruences. In particular, ß, = (a0)mm

= wmm = tj( the least semilattice congruence.

For the case n = 2, we have a2 equal to the minimum congruence with the same

trace as ß, = r¡, the minimum semilattice congruence. Clearly a2 must be a semi-

lattice of groups congruence and so contains v, the minimum semilattice of groups

congruence. But v has the same trace as tj and so a2 C v. Therefore a2 = v and so is

the minimum congruence on S such that the factor semigroup satisfies (A 2 ).

For the last special case, we have that ß2 is the minimum congruence with the

same kernel as a. It is routine to verify that ß2 must, therefore, be an F-unitary

congruence. Hence ß2 D it, the minimum F-unitary congruence. However, it is easy

to see that ker w = ker a, and so by the definition of ß2 we must have <n Q ß2. Thus
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ao=X=Po

F* = a = a.

-l -1
x     x =  y     y

(L*nF)* = v = a.

y e eç

((F*n/.)*nF)* = a.

xy =  x=»y€EÇ

xy  =   x,

?1=r]=  L*

y   €  E

*nl 1*ß    = n =   (F*fU)

xy  =   x =» y   €  E

L*nF)* n (F*nD*

ß3 =((í.*nF)*nD*

xy  =  x,   x r)  y => y   ë  E

P4        xy  =   x

x T) y => y   €   EÇ

Diagram 1

x n  y  => y   €  E
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ß2 = 77, the minimum congruence p such that S/p satisfies (B2) (see the remark

preceding the theorem).

It is a simple matter to verify that each of the specific congruences p = w, a, 17, v

or w is a P-congruence.

Now suppose that n > 3 and that the theorem is valid for smaller integers. Then,

by the induction hypothesis, ß„_2 is a P-congruence. Hence we can apply Theorem

4.3 with y = ß„_2 and deduce that ß„ is the minimum congruence p on S such that

S/p satisfies (B„). It follows directly from (B„) or from Lemma 4.13 that ß„ is a

P-congruence.

Similarly, applying Theorem 4.7, with y = ß„_3 we obtain that S/an satisfies (A„)

and from Lemma 4.13 that <xn is a P-congruence.

Corollary 5.6. Let p = D "=0a„. Then p — D *=0ß„ and p is a P-congruence.

Proof. The equality p = D ^=0ß„ follows from Proposition 5.3. From Theorem

5.5, an is a P-congruence and it follows readily that p also is a P-congruence.

6. Further properties of the min network.

Proposition 6.1. The following conditions are equivalent for n > 2.

(1) 5 is a subdirect product of a semigroup U satisfying (A„_,) and a semigroup V

satisfying (B„_,).

(2) S satisfies (An)and(Bn).

(3) S satisfies the implication

uz = u,       ußn_3z 1
f => zy   = yz

xy = x,       xßn_2y)

where for n = 2 the first part of the hypothesis is omitted.

Proof. (1) implies (2). Let a and ß be the congruences on S induced by the

subdirect product in the hypothesis. Then S/a satisfies (A„_,) and S/ß satisfies

(B„_,) and a n ß = e. By the ninimality of a„_, and ß„._, established in Theorem

5.5, we conclude that an_x ç a and ß„_, ç ß. Hence a„_, n ß„_, = s, which by

Proposition 5.3 yields an V ßn = e. But then a„ = ßn = e and, hence, by Theorem

5.5, S satisfies both (A„) and (B„).

(2) implies (1). Theorem 5.5 gives that an — ß„ — e by the minimality of these

congruences. By Proposition 5.3, we get e = an V ßn — an_x D ß„_, and thus S is a

subdirect product of S/an_x and S/ßn_x, where the first satisfies (A„_,) and the

second (B„_,), by Theorem 5.5.

(2) implies (3). Assume uz = u, ußn_3z, xy = x, xßn_2 y, with the convention for

aï = 2. From (A„) we get z E Ff and from (B„) we have y G F so that zy2 = yz.

(3) implies (1). Assume xy — x, xßn_3y with the convention for aï = 2. Then for

e E E, we have ee = e and eßn_2e so that the hypothesis yields ey2 —ye. In

particular, for e = y~~ xy and e = yy~ ', we obtain y= y~xy3 and y2 = y2y~~x, whence

y =y~ly2y = y~l(y2y~l)y• = y~xy2 = y~x(y2y~x)

= (y-xy)(yy~x)EE.
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Green [1] introduced the following relation on any inverse semigroup S:

a^b^ab'1 E Es.

The next theorem exhibits several relationships among congruences on S, the

relation ÇFand Green's relation £, and has a number of interesting consequences.

Theorem 6.2. The following statements concerning congruences p and £ on S are

valid.

(1) If trp C tr Ç, then

(A) PV£min = £minP£min>

(B) ap V £mm b » aepbe,       e £a~xa£b~xb   for some eEE.

(2) If p E £, then

(C) Pv£min = (£np?F)*,

(D) pV£min = (£nP£)*.

Proof. (1) Assume that trp Ç tr£. The inclusion £minp£min ÇpV £min is obvi-

ous. For the opposite inclusion, it suffices to show that p £min p E ^min p £min. Hence

let a, b, c, d E S be such that a p b £min cp d. Then a~ ]a p b~ xb and thus a~ xa £ b~ xb.

Likewise c~xc£d~xd. Also, be = ce and e£b~xb£c~'c for some eEE. Thus

e £a~xa£d~xd and

ae p be — ce p de,

which implies that a £min ae p de £min d. Consequently p £min p Ç £min p £min, and the

assertion follows.

Next let a p V £min b. Then (A) yields a £min cp d£„„„ Z> for some c, d E S. Hence

for some e G F, we have ae = ce and e £ a' xa £ c~ V. Likewise, for some / G E, we

have a/= bf and f£d~xd i;b~lb. Now c~'cp ¿"'¿/and so, by hypothesis, c~xc£d~xd.

Therefore e £ f and we have

aef = cefp def = bef

where ef£a~ ]a £ b~xb.

Conversely, if ae p be and e ¿,a~xa£b~xb for some eEE, then

^min^P^nmA

which by (A) gives a p V £min ¿>.

(2) Assume that pÇf Since $F contains the diagonal, we have p Ç | D p?F and

thus p E (£ n pf )*. Finally tr£ ç tr(£ n pf )* and so £min Ç (£ n p°J)*. Conse-

quently p V £min ç (£ n pf)*.

For the converse, let a£ D píFo. Then a~xa£b~xb and so a 'ap V £min 6 '6.

Also apx^b, for some x G 5. Hence abxpxb~x G F, by the definition of 3F.

Thus ab~ ' p V £min e where e = *6~ ' G F. In the light of Lemma 2.2, we conclude

that apV^ b. It follows that (£ n píí)* ç p V £min.

The hypothesis implies that p C £ n p£ and thus p C (£ n p£ )*. Let a £ e where

eEE. Then a £ a" 'a which, together with a £ a" xa, yields a £ D p£ a" 'a. It follows

that a(£ n p£)*a~'a, which implies that ker£ ç ker(£ n p£)*. By the minimality

of £min we conclude that £min ç (£ n p£ )*.
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For the opposite inclusion let k be a congruence on 5 such that p Q k and

£min Ç k. Letting 9 = k n £, we obtain p Ed and

ker£ = ker£min E ker(ic n £) = ker« n ker£ E ker£

so that ker£ = ker#. Now let a£ n p£ b. Then a£b and apx, x~xx — b~xb for

some x E S. Hence ab~x £bb~x which gives ab~x E ker£ = ker#, and a~xapb~lb

which implies a~xa 8b~xb. In view of Lemma 2.2, we conclude that a Ob. But then

also a Kb, which shows that £ n p£ C k. Consequently, (£ n p£)* E k and, in

particular, (£ n p£)* E p V £mm.

Remarks 6.3. The results in Theorem 6.2 reduce to a number of interesting special

cases as follows:

Item (A) in the case £ = u gives p V o = apa, which is due to Howie [3, Theorem

3.9].

Item (B) in the case p — e yields

a£min^ ö ae — be,       e£a~]a£b~]b,

which was established by Reilly and Scheiblich [10, Theorem 4.2]; thus (B) can be

viewed as its generalization.

Consider now item (C). For £ = w we get the formula p V a = (p^)* and for

p = e, the formula £min = (£ n *$)*. The conjunction of these two conditions gives

a = <3r*, proved by Green [1, Proposition 2.3].

Finally consider item (D). For £ = w, we get p V rj = (p£)* and for p = e, we

have £min = (£ D £)*. The conjunction of these two conditions yields tj — £* which

is due to Howie and Lallement [4, Theorem 1.6]. In the case p = e and £ = a, we

obtain amin = (a D £)*, according to Theorem 4.3, o™" = (wmin)min is the least

F-unitary congruence on S. Hence (a D £)* is the least F-unitary congruence, a

result proved by O'Carroll [6, Theorem 2], For the case p = e and £ = v, where v is

the least semilattice of groups congruence, we get by (D), that c™1 = (v D £)*.

According to O'Carroll [7, Proposition 2], (p n £)* is the least strongly £-reflexive

congruence. Since v — a2, we obtain by Theorem 5.5 that cmm = ß3 is the least

congruence which is a semilattice of F-unitary semigroups. Thus we deduce that

strongly F-reflexive inverse semigroups coincide with semigroups which are semi-

lattices of F-unitary inverse semigroups, a result due to O'Carroll [7, Theorem 1].

A further consequence of the theorem follows.

Corollary 6.4. Each of the classes defined by the implications (A„) and (B„) is a

quasivariety.

Proof. According to Theorem 6.2, pmin = (pilf)*, so the relation a pmin b can

be expressed in terms of a finite number of equations and the relation p. The same

type of statement is valid for pmin. The classes defined by (A0), (A,), (B0), (B,) are

even varieties. Hence by Theorem 5.5, an inductive argument can be used to prove

that any (A„) and (B„) can be given by a system of implications, since for n s* 3,

(A„) and (B„) are defined by means of ß„_3 and ß„_2, and these can be obtained

from a„_4 and a„_3 by the procedure mentioned above.
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It would, however, be desirable to have a simple inductive formula for implica-

tions defining (A„) and (B„). For example, we have

B0: x = y (trivial semigroups),

Bi: y2 = y (semilattices),

B2: xy2 = xy =>_y2 = y (F-unitary),

B3: (xy)2 = xy =» ; (yx)2 = yx, e = e2, (exy)2 = exy => (eyx)2 = eyx (strongly E-

reflexive inverse semigroups, see [7]).

For a given congruence p we may ask for the least congruence containing p and

having one of the properties characterizing the congruences in the diagram. For a, r\

and v this is simply the supremum a V p, tj V p and cVp since three congruences

represent varieties. We give below an expression for the least F-unitary congruence

containing p (its existence was established in the proof of [9, Theorem 6.1]).

Proposition 6.5. For any congruence p on S,

ttp = (apo-np£)* = ((pVa) n £p£)*

is the least E-unitary congruence containing p.

Proof. In view of the correspondence of congruences on 5 containing p and the

congruences on S/p, we conclude that the least F-unitary congruence on 5 contain-

ing p is given by

airpb « ap-ns/pbp.

Recall from Remarks 6.3 that tt = (a D £)*. It thus suffices to prove

a(apa n tpt)*b ~ ap(as/p n ts/p)*bp

and for this, it is enough to show

a(apa n £p£) b « ap(as/p n ts/p)bp.

For this, it is further sufficient to show the equivalences

(1) aapab « apas/pbp,

(2) atptb « ap£s/pbp.

Let a apa b. Then aoxpyab for some x, y E S, whence ae = xe, xp y, yf' = bf

for some e,fEE. Hence agpbg, where g = ef so that (ap)(gp) = (bp)(gp), where

gP G Es/P and> thus, ap as/p bp.

Conversely, let ap as/p bp. Then for some g G F, we have (ap)(gp) = (bp)(gp) so

that agpbg. It follows that a a agpbg ab and thus aapab. This verifies (1).

Formula (2) is verified similarly.
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